
 
 

CITADEL PARKING ADVISORY COMMITTEE MEETING MINUTES  
 
DATE   May 15, 2018 
LOCATION  Bond Hall 514 
CHAIR   Col. Kevin Bower 
SECRETARY  Jessica Harrell acting for Jennifer Wallace 
 
IN ATTENDANCE  Colonel Kevin Bower, Colonel Jeff Davis, Ms. Nancy Bright, Regimental Provost NCO Kirk 

Farris, Captain Christopher Odom, Mr. Michael Keeney, Mr. Gregory Moore, Ms. Jessica 
Harrell, Sergeant Major Andrew Yagle, Mr. Jeff Kidd, Major Kevin Reid 

  
UNABLE TO ATTEND  Jennifer Wallace, Fletcher Nelson 
 
WELCOME AND  
INTRODUCTIONS Colonel Bower thanked the committee and Jeff Kidd for their participation and briefly 

reviewed the agenda. Jeff Kidd also addressed the committee to note that we should all 
be as transparent in the meeting as possible to successfully move forward with 
recommendations.  

 
Minutes of Previous  
Meetings A motion was approved to update to the 5/7 meeting minutes to state that the AD HOC 

parking committee had frozen the parking fees for FY18.  
 
Short Term Challenges  Colonel Bower stressed the importance of transparency with The Citadel community 

and stakeholders as we move forward with recommendations. This issue that is 
concerning is that the proposal for the parking deck has been a year in the making and 
has already been presented to the BOV and campus leadership. The committee is 
charged with the challenge of providing advice, which may affect the overall process—
the BOV has the authority to make the ultimate decision regardless while considering 
recommendations from all stakeholders. Our community is having a challenge with the 
issue of increasing need for parking vs. the fact that most of us can, in fact, find a 
parking spot on campus. Proximity may be an issue, but parking can currently be found 
but that is changing. Colonel Bower then went on to discuss present inventory and the 
impact of future building plans on campus to said inventory. (Details are available on 
the Scope of Parking Challenge handout.)  

 
Sergeant Major Yagle Expressed concern that the Commandant’s Dept. has not heard anything regarding the 

eastside stands and its impact on cadet parking. Jeff Kidd responded by reminding the 
committee that construction and planning are moving parts, and this early, we are not 
sure how much space the contractor will need or if there’s a possibility for shifting 
parking while construction takes place. It is important for us to begin planning now. 
Kevin Reid brought up the turf conversion at the football stadium and asked if the 
eastside stands and turf installation will take place simultaneously.  Jeff Kidd confirmed 
that they would happen at the same time. 

 
  
Michael Keeney Where do you draw the line in addressing force protection? Is it limited to the barracks? 

Issues with parking next to chiller or the boiler plant pose a risk to campus as well.  
  



 
 The committee then discussed the fact that over the next few years, per the campus 

construction master plan, we will lose close to 400 parking spots. We currently see 
issues with people parking off campus in the surrounding neighborhood, which has 
drawn complaints.  

 
Sergeant Major Yagle What will go in the old Stevens Barracks spot? Will it be parking or a building? Michael 

Keeney added that with building the eastside stands and installing turf on the field, the 
hope is that the college can host events, like concerts, and reap the economic benefits. 
There will be additional need for parking to accommodate these events. Jeff Kidd said 
that by building a deck we are able to increase the premium land on campus that we 
can use for future building, etc. If the goal is to have a walking campus where we are 
open to the community around visitors, and us we need to better utilize land within the 
gates and not just place more parking there.  

 
Challenges with Previous 
Study Colonel Bower opened the floor to Colonel Jeff Davis to discuss the issues with the past 

study. (Details are available on handout under Challenges with Previous Study.) Col Jeff 
Davis informed the group that the data we are reviewing is from 2008, and was not 
verified or validated. No peak-hour data, no lot-by-lot analysis, no review of space 
turnover, and no review of parking ticket/fee revenue. Projection methods used were 
unusual and farfetched. If we are looking at what’s at stake and how to address this with 
our stakeholders, we need to seriously look at doing another study. We need to gather 
all the data points which can take some time, but will give clarity to support an ultimate 
decision. 

 
Potential Alternatives See the Potential Alternative Analysis handout. 
 
 
DISCUSSION Additional discussion about potential alternatives and ideas the committee may have. 

Fee flexibility was discussed along with premium parking designations, and the question 
of tier complexity. There was also discussion around our current rates and the rates for 
students/employees at MUSC and CofC.  

  
 A motion was made by Colonel Bower to go into executive session. It was seconded by 

Gregory Moore and passed.  
 
  
Possible Path Forward (See Possible Path Forward as laid out in the handout.) Colonel Bower stated that the 

path forward for the committee and the institution is built on communicating with 
stakeholders, pursuing new software to better track permits, developing a phasing plan 
for parking as spaces are lost, utilizing sinking funds to a finance a comprehensive 
parking study, and or delaying the decision of building the deck (to get a better grasp on 
the data, future campus parking needs, and projections). Jeff Kidd noted that the next 
BOV meeting is June 1 and recommended that Colonel Bower speak with Colonel 
Philipkosky to get on the agenda to represent the committee. In preparation for this 
possibility, the committee will meet again in the upcoming week (5/21-5/25) to discuss 
a possible statement to continue the freeze or unfreeze the fees.  

 
 The committee adjourned at 5:06 p.m. with plans to meet the following week. 


